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A B S T R A C T   

Monitoring airflow rates and fluid dynamics phenomena in the ventilated cavity is a challenging aspect of the 
experimental assessment of the performance of double-skin facades (DSF). There are various methods to char-
acterize the fluid-dynamics behavior of DSF, but each of these has its advantages and drawbacks. This paper 
presents the airflow characterization in the cavity of a double-skin façade installed in a full-scale outdoor facility 
through various methods, and, more specifically, it compares two tracer gas methods with the velocity traverse 
method. In the paper, we highlight how different characterization results can be explained by considering the 
features of each method, and how these differences are linked to velocity ranges and airflows in the cavity. By 
discussing (i) the challenges of these methods and their applicability, (ii) the requirements in terms of experi-
mental set-up and (iii) the limitations linked to instrumentation, we aim to enhance the discussion on experi-
mental methods for advanced building envelope characterization and contribute to a more grounded 
understanding of the suitability of tracer gas methods for in-field characterization of airflows in facades.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Increasing the performance of building envelope systems is a long- 
established trend in research that aims at developing building skins 
that minimize energy use and maximize user comfort across different 
domains. This has lead to a large range of concepts and technologies in 
recent years [1] that are transforming the building envelope from being 
a problematic component of the construction to being an interesting 
locus of possibilities. Advanced concepts and technologies that consider 
the building envelope not as static but as a dynamic, active system have 
been developed within this research and development avenue [2]. Such 
an envelope should act as a living membrane that continuously changes 
its interactions with the indoor and outdoor environment by filtering 
mass and energy fluxes [3]. The most advanced dynamic building en-
velope components are responsive [4] and adaptive [2] building skins, 
and double skin facades (DSF) are a well-established concept in both 
research and industrial development that makes highly transparent 
skins highly efficient [5]. In simple terms, a DSF is a multi-layered 
glazed structure with an external and internal layer (the skins) and a 
buffer space in between (usually ventilated in different ways) that can 

host a solar shading device to enable continuous control of solar loads 
[6]. This envelope system allows a high degree of flexibility in managing 
the incoming thermal and visual loads, it can support the pre-heating of 
ventilation air, and in the most general terms, it can be operated as a 
dynamic interface between the outdoor and the indoor space [7]. A fully 
glazed facade brings the transparency often desired by architects when 
designing a residential or commercial building [8]. In addition, it en-
ables balancing visual comfort, visual attractiveness, sound insulation, 
thermal comfort and energy savings [9]. However, DSFs are more 
expensive than traditional single-layer façades, and if they are not well 
designed and operated, the marginally increased performance is hardly 
able to justify their costs, or in the worst scenarios they could present a 
lower performance than conventional envelopes [10]. 

Even though the DSF is a long-established concept with many ap-
plications in real buildings, there is still much research ongoing focusing 
on both the optimization of the system in terms of construction features 
and the optimization of the control strategies and algorithms to manage 
the dynamic operation of DSFs dynamically operated. In this latter topic, 
the management of shading devices [11,12] and of the airflow in the 
ventilated cavity, and the interactions between these two elements 
interact [13,14] are key topics to ensure optimal performance of DSF. A 
deep understanding of how DSFs can be efficiently designed and 
managed depends on how well the physical processes occurring in the 
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DSF are understood and predicted. The most reliable insight is offered by 
experimental investigations [15], and many authors have performed 
experiments with different levels of complexity ranging from natural 
experiments [16–18] to those controlled with only thermal [19,20] or 
wind environment [21] to the experiments performed in both controlled 
thermal and radiative environment [15,22–24]. Data from experimental 
activities can also validate numerical models [25], opening up a path for 
design- and control optimization based on simulation. 

The experimental characterization and performance assessment of a 
double skin façade (DSF) is a complex task, and well-established 
methods suitable for conventional envelope systems are often not 
capable of capturing the overall performance and measuring particular 
phenomena occurring in a DSF [26]. One of the most complex parts, if 
not the most complex one, concerns the determination of the airflow in 
the cavity, and this task is especially challenging when only naturally 
induced forces drive the airflow in the cavity. Various methods and 
techniques have been commonly adopted to monitor airflow rate, and 
many are standardized for the airflow estimation in HVAC ducts [27]. At 
the same time, there are no clearly defined procedures for measuring 
DSF cavities, which are environments characterized by a higher degree 
of inhomogeneity compared to HVAC ducts. The methods for airflow 
assessment differ in the complexity and cost of the experimental set-up, 
accuracy, amount of information they can offer and applicability for in 
situ measurements. For some techniques, such as direct velocimetry, 
recommendations exist for more reliable set-ups that reduce the exper-
imental error. While direct velocimetry is quite well known, and there is 
a clear understanding of how much this technique can offer, other 
methods need further research to evaluate their accuracy and applica-
bility for airflow measurements in DSFs. 

1.2. Research aims, objectives, and paper structure 

In this paper, we present the results of a set of experimental mea-
surements obtained to assess and compare different techniques for 
airflow estimation. This investigation is based on a multi-day 

experimental campaign of the DSF hosted in a full-scale outdoor test 
facility. Two gas tracer techniques, more precisely the so-called decay 
method (DM) and constant injection method (CIM), were tested and 
compared with the velocity traverse method (VTM), a well-established 
(and relatively simple) technique to measure the total airflow in a 
duct section. Both of the gas tracer techniques analyses in this paper are 
state-of-the-art methods that have been successfully applied for airflow 
measurements in HVAC systems with forced ventilation [28–30] or 
infiltration/exfiltration assessment in rooms and larger volumes [31, 
32]. However, there is almost no research that deals with the application 
of gas tracer techniques for measuring airflow in DSFs, other than in-
vestigations [18,26,33,34] that employ only a constant injection 
method. Among these, only the research of Kalyanova [26] investigates 
the applicability of the constant injection method in DSFs and compares 
it with other more common methods. Intending to expand knowledge 
about this technique and the decay method, which has not yet been 
employed in DSF, this research aims to identify challenges and issues 
related to the different experimental set-ups and measurement proced-
ures applied to double-skin facades in actual conditions. 

To do this, the methodological steps that we adopted were: to in-
strument (as described in more detail in the next section of the paper) a 
full-scale mock-up of a DSF installed on an outdoor test facility; to run 
several rounds of measurements with different techniques over a specific 
range of (assumed) airflows, and varying some controllable variables; to 
apply statistical analysis techniques to understand the relevance and the 
role of controllable and uncontrollable variables. 

The experiments and the results presented in the paper give insights 
on: (i) how to perform the two gas tracer techniques, (ii) why they may 
lead to different results, as well as (iii) how the outcomes of these 
methods compare to the estimation of the airflow through hot-wire 
anemometry. Finally, it would be possible to suggest that one method 
may better suit a specific situation and airflow ranges in the cavity, 
though there are some uncertainties and limitations in the study pri-
marily linked to the complexity of measuring a highly transient phe-
nomenon in an in-field like installation. Aside from the measurement 
that resulted from the tests, which allowed us to characterize the tested 
façade, the outcomes of this research can be of interest to researchers 
who want to apply gas tracer techniques. Moreover, our research 
contribute to the development of standardized procedures for setting up 
the correct experimental set-up and carrying out measurements with the 
highest possible confidence. 

In the following sections of the paper, we will: classify and review 
existing experimental techniques for airflow characterization in DSFs 
(Section 2); describe in detail the experimental set-up and methodology, 
focusing on DSF mock-up specifications, characteristics of the mea-
surement equipment and details about the experimental design and 
procedures (Section 3); present the results and the comparison between 
gas tracer techniquesand VTM, along with the details on correlation 
analysis, discuss the challenges and possibilities of these methods, and 
argue which methods are suitable for airflow characterization in 
different situations (Section 4); draw conclusive remarks of our study 
(Section 5). 

2. Experimental techniques for airflow characterization 

Experimental investigation of airflow varies by complexity and the 
depth of the insight it offers, and, generally, it can be divided into three 
categories/groups: bulk airflow measurements, direct velocity mea-
surements (DVM) and non-intrusive velocity measurements methods, 
such as ultrasound measurement of velocity (USV), particle image (PIV) 
or laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) [35]. A short introduction to these 
three families of available methods is provided for the sake of 
completeness even if, as previously mentioned, we will focus in this 
paper on bulk airflow measurements through tracer gas and on direct 
velocity measurements, and we will not explore other techniques 
because of some intrinsic limitation they present for in-field application. 

Nomenclature 

Acronyms 
CCM Constant concentration method 
CIM Constant injection method 
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
DM Decay method 
DVM Direct velocity measurements 
DSF Double-skin facade 
HVAC Heating and ventilation air conditioning 
LDV Laser doppler velocimetry 
PIV Particle image velocimetry 
USV Ultrasound velocimetry 
VPM Velocity profile method 
VTM Velocity traverse method 

Symbols 
C Concentration [ppm] 
p p-value [− ] 
t time [s] 
V Volume [m3] 
V̇ Airflow rate [m3s− 1] 

Subscripts 
b Background 
c Cavity 
tg Tracer gas  
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In particular, the last two categories (PIV and LDV) can provide turbu-
lent quantity analysis, offering a large amount of information about the 
flow, but at the same time, they are very complex to realize in terms of 
the experimental design and sensitivity [36] and are almost entirely 
limited to laboratory environments, while their in-field application is 
almost inoperable and difficult to carry out. 

2.1. Direct velocity measurements 

A method that uses the direct velocity measurements acquired by 
hot-wire, hot-sphere or vane anemometers represents the most applied 
method for airflow estimation in DSF, especially when it comes to in- 
field measurements. The experimental set-up may vary in complexity 
and in the amount of information it can offer, from the most basic one, 
where only one anemometer is used, to the most advanced such as the 
velocity profile method (VPM) [8,21,22,33,37]. In a VPM, several ane-
mometers are placed along one or more heights inside the cavity, indi-
cating in such a way the spatial distribution of the airflow. Spatial 
discretisation of such information needs to be balanced with the mea-
surement accuracy since the sensors’ probes, cable, and physical support 
represent obstacles to the flow. Besides the reduced flexibility of the 
experimental set-up, the main disadvantages of this method are the 
limited amount of information about the spatial structure of the flow 
provided by the punctual measurements, the issues with the determi-
nation of the airflow direction [38] and the inadequate accuracy for the 
lowest velocity ranges. Regardless of these limitations, studies have 
shown that this technique offers the best balance between complexity, 
set-up cost, accuracy, amount of provided information and applicability 
in in-field conditions. 

2.2. Non-intrusive techniques 

Non-intrusive techniques, such as laser Doppler (LDV), particle 
image (PIV) and ultrasound (USV) velocimetry, employ optical/acous-
tics methods for the determination of the airflow in the cavity. LDV 
assesses the velocity in fluid flow in a non-intrusive way by recording the 
Doppler (frequency) shift between emitted and reflected laser beams. 
The PIV technique obtains instantaneous velocity fields by recording 
images of particles at successive times, the velocity of the fluid is 
determined by the characteristics of the light scattered from fine parti-
cles illuminated by monochromatic light. USV is based on either 
measuring frequency shift or the difference in the transit time between 
two oppositely emitted ultrasonic pulses. USV techniques show the 
promising possibility for long-term airflow monitoring in DSFs, but 
further research is needed to fully understand their applicability [31], 
especially in relation to the range of velocity that can be accurately 
measured by USV sensors. Many non-intrusive techniques such as those 
based on LDV and PIV are characterized by excellent accuracy, but they 
are at the same time limited by laboratory-restricted instrumentation, 
cost, complexity and sensitivity of the experimental set-up [36,39,40], 
therefore their application for in-field continuous measurements in 
buildings is unfeasible. 

2.3. Bulk airflow method 

Bulk airflow methods are based either on measuring the pressure 
difference along the airflow path in a DSF cavity (pressure difference 
method) or on monitoring the concentration of a tracer gas inside the 
cavity (trace gas techniques) [41]. The first method needs calibration, 
usually performed in the laboratory, to determine the empirical relation 
between the airflow rate and the measured pressure difference. Once it is 
calibrated, then it is relatively easy to set up the experiment in field 
settings. Still, care should be taken when choosing the representative 
sampling point for external pressure since it is susceptible to 
wind-induced turbulence [37]. The method shows excellent accuracy in 
estimating the mechanical flow in laboratory conditions, yet further 

research is needed to assess its applicability for real (dynamical) envi-
ronments and naturally ventilated DSFs. 

Tracer gas techniques are well-known methods to measure airflow 
rate in rooms and larger volumes. The following tracer gas techniques 
are the most commonly adopted: constant injection (CIM), constant 
concentration (CCM) and the decay method (DM). Sulfur hexafluoride 
(SF6) or carbon dioxide (CO2) are often used as a tracer gas, with the 
latter used more often as a preferred marker due to its low cost, faster 
response of CO2 sensors and being a less harmful greenhouse gas with 
23,500 times lower global warming potential (GWP) than SF6 [42]. In 
DM, a particular concentration is achieved at the beginning of the 
experiment C (t1), whereafter the time (t2-t1) required for the tracer gas 
to descend close to the background reference level C (t2) is measured 
[43], based on which the average airflow rate V̇ is assessed: 

V̇ =
V

t2 − t1
loge

C(t1)

C(t2)
(1)  

where V represent volume of DSF cavity. 
In a CIM, a fixed and known amount of tracer gas V̇tg is steadily 

injected while the fluctuating concentration Cc (t) is measured down-
stream so one can estimate the airflow rate q (t) [29]: 

V̇(t) = 106 V̇ tg

Cc(t) − Cb
(2) 

Background concentration Cb needs to be assessed as well, and if it is 
expressed in ppm, then a coefficient 106 ppm should be used in the 
equation. In a CCM, instead of injecting a fixed amount of tracer gas, a 
variable quantity is infused V̇tg (t) so that constant concentration Cc is 
achieved downstream or in the volume where the measurement is car-
ried out [44]: 

V̇(t) = 106 V̇ tg(t)
Cc − Cb

(3) 

In their review, Remion and colleagues [45] concluded that the gas 
tracer techniques do not interfere with the flow and that they better 
account for infiltration/exfiltration flows compared to conventional 
airflow measurement methods [46]. However, if not met, some limiting 
requirements, such as the assumption of gas tracer homogeneity and the 
flow steadiness during measurements, lead to increased uncertainties 
[47]. In addition, tracer gas techniques are intended for short-time 
characterization, and they are not suitable for continuous monitoring. 
Applications are primarily seen in ducts (with forced ventilation) and 
not commonly in DSF cavities [21,22]. Therefore, there are no clear 
guidelines on the experimental set-up, such as the preferred position and 
the number of emission and sampling points in the DSF cavity [47]. 
Furthermore, the assumption of non-interfering with the flow/driving 
forces is questionable as the tubes releasing gas and sensors measuring 
concentration need to be inserted into the duct/cavity. As such, they 
represent obstruction to the flow when the cavity is not very large 
realtive to the space occupied by the experimental set-up. Other sources 
of inaccuracies, such as drainage of emitted tracer gas near the opening, 
can result in too high airflow rates [41]. Also, injection of a significant 
amount of tracer gas could affect the fluid dynamics in the duct/cavity 
since the CO2 or SF6 have different gas properties than air [48]. 

3. Experimental set-up and methodology 

3.1. Experimental test-rig 

We performed the airflow characterization presented in this paper 
using a full-scale mock-up of a DSF installed in the outdoor test TWINS 
test facility [49]. The test facility has dimensions of (3.5 m (l) x 1.6 m 
(w) x 3 m (h)), and for this experimental campaign it hosted a DSF of 
(1.5 m (w) x 2.8 m (h)) which consised of 2 skins, made up of 2 double 
glazing units (1.22 m × 2.0 m, U-value = 1.2 W/m2K, g-value = 0.47), 
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separated by an air cavity (250 mm) (Fig. 1). The DSF was oriented 
nearly perfectly toward the south. It had four axial vertical fans 
(maximum flow of 220 m3/h each) placed at 2.6 m from the bottom, 
though only a small fraction of the maximum theoretical flow rate can be 
achieved under real operative conditions. The cavity hosted a roller 
blind to control solar gain. Different airflow paths between outdoor and 
indoor environments could be tested by operating the vents (1.5 m ×
0.3 m). 

The DSF module was equipped with the following sensors used for 
the airflow characterization: four air velocity and temperature trans-
ducers at two different heights inside the cavity (1 and 2 m height from 
the bottom of the cavity), five CO2 concentration sensors (based on 
CMOS technology) that were previously calibrated in the laboratory 
against a gas tracer analyzer and could also measure temperature and 
relative humidity, and the outdoor anemometer to monitor both wind 
speed and direction in the horizontal plane (Fig. 1). Hot-wire ane-
mometers could measure air velocity in four different ranges, but ac-
cording to prevailing measurement conditions, we opted for the lowest 
output range (0.05 ~ 1 m/s) with the instrumental error of ±(0.1 m/s +
3%). The outdoor anemometer was located left of the DSF (Fig. 1). One 
CO2 sensor was placed outside the DSF to measure the background CO2 
level and four were distributed in the cavity. The measurement sampling 
rate was 20 s (coherent with the CO2 response time of the sensor) and 
CO2 concentration was kept within the range of values read by the 
sensor. The following set-up was built to supply the CO2 inside the 
cavity: a CO2 tank equipped with a valve was placed outside the test 
facility; an asameter was located downstream of the tank and a gas flow 
meter was used to measure and control the injected CO2 flow (Fig. 1). 

3.2. Experimental procedures 

For the CIM, a constant CO2 flow was injected at the bottom of the 
cavity (8 pipes near the inlet vents). The CO2 sensors were located in the 
upper part of the cavity to measure the CO2 concentration at the exhaust. 
The control valve regulated the amount of the injected CO2, which 
depended on the configuration. It was necessary to intensify the volu-
metric flow of injected CO2 with the enhancement of the fan speed and 
DSF openings (Fig. 2) in order to keep a large enough difference between 
the background CO2 concentration and the CO2 concentration in the 
cavity. However, there was a slight increase in average CO2 level in the 
cavity as configurations shifted from left to right, as shown in Fig. 2. 

In the DM, four source pipes were set per side at two different heights 
and the CO2 sensors were placed near the air velocity transmitters 

(Fig. 3). The CO2 was injected at different cavity heights to reach the 
target CO2 concentration (with all vents closed) and bottom fans were 
installed and used to ensure the perfect mixing of the CO2 in the cavity 
(Fig. 1 right). When the target CO2 concentration was reached, the 
bottom fans were switched off and the vents and top (main) fans were 
operated according to the tested configuration. Then, the time required 
for the CO2 concentration to drop close to the background level was 
measured. It was necessary to inject higher volumes of CO2 for config-
urations with larger openings to maintain a sufficient decay time in 
order to ensure a robust measurement. For example, the starting con-
centration needed to be between 20,000 and 25,000 ppm for the con-
figurations with large openings (100%) to have a decay time of at least 
100 s (Fig. 3). However, as described in more detail in the next section, 
such a large CO2 amount in the cavity affected the air mixture and may 
have changed its dynamics. As the volume of injected CO2 normalized 
per volume of DSF cavity increased, the difference between it and the 
average concentration in the cavity increased too, meaning that one part 
was either directly lost to the outside or descended to the lower parts of 
the cavity below the level of the sensors. 

An attempt was made to minimize the influence of sudden changes of 
external factors by placing a black textile screen in front of the DSF and 
keeping the facility’s door open. The screen was hung parallel to the 
outer surface of DSF at a distance of around 40 cm from the surface. The 
textile screen was also placed in front of both openings, shielding them 
from the direct effect of the wind. Here, it is important to highlight that 
due to the geometry of the openings (each realized by means of a top- 
hang, outward opening sash - see the schematic representation in 
Fig. 3), the presence of the screen did not obstruct the flow through the 
openings, but only shielded them from direct wind strikes. The black 
textile screen protected the DSF during both CIM and DM 
measurements. 

Consequently, the wind influence was reduced to a certain extent, 
and the thermal gradient was kept to a minimal level compared to 
conditions one may experience in a DSF under real operations. Tem-
perature differences between indoor (inside the test cell) and outdoor 
ranged between 5.0 and 7.4 ◦C, with an average value of 5.9 ◦C during 
CIM and 6.4 ◦C during DM measurements. The solar irradiance on the 
DSF’s vertical surface ranged between 0 and 30.4 Wm-2, with an average 
value of around 3 Wm-2 during CIM and 16 Wm-2 during DM measure-
ments. Our goal in implementing these settings was to make the flow in 
the cavity as homogeneous and steady-state as possible by making it 
driven by the fan to the largest extent. By completely controlling 
boundary conditions, we could eliminate sudden and abrupt changes in 

Fig. 1. An experimental set-up consisting of CO2-supply instrumentation, the DSF test sample, the automatic weather station (left) and the view from the inside of the 
cell (right). 
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external factors that may undermine the assumption of homogeneity 
and steady-state conditions in the cavity. Therefore, one of the as-
sumptions underpinning this study was that the velocity profile was 
symmetrical and directed upward, which allowed us to calculate the 
airflow rate using the velocity traverse method (VTM) more easily. 

The airflow rate was calculated in three ways by multiplying the 
cross-sectional area of the cavity and the average velocity (obtained 
from two sensors) for the corresponding height. The first two ways 
involved correction of measured velocity by the factor k [27,50], while 
the third assumed that measured velocity corresponded to average ve-
locity in the cavity. Comparing three approaches with the high-precise 
airflow measurements of the ultrasonic flow meter in the laboratory 
showed us that the third approach was most suitable for the airflow 
calculation in the specified conditions [54]. EN ISO 12569:2012 [31] 
and EN 12599:2012 [28] provided the basis for calculating the airflow 
for the DM and the CIM, respectively. 

Different DSF cavity configurations were tested multiple times, 
comparing DM and CIM bulk airflow estimations with airflow assess-
ment via the VTM. Twenty-three different configurations of DSF were 
tested with both DM and CIM by varying vent opening (25, 50, 75 and 

100%), fan speeds (10, 25, 50, 75, and 100%) and roller blind’s position 
(displaced and retracted). Only one airflow path was investigated in this 
experimental study for both the CIM and DM, i.e., the outdoor air curtain 
mode. In this ventilation mode, the outdoor air enters the cavity, and 
when it leaves the cavity, it is released again towards the outdoor 
environment. The DSF is therefore isolated from the test cell’s indoor air, 
and outdoor air cannot enter the indoor space behind the DSF by going 
through the DSF’s cavity. 

The sampling of all the different physical quantities was performed 
every 20 s, which was the declared time constant of the employed CO2 
concentration sensors, while the duration of each experimental run 
depended on the characteristics of the chosen method. In CIM, the data 
acquisition period of each measurement run was 3 min, while for the 
DM, the duration depended on the decay time, which was between 600 
and 100 s. 

Fig. 2. The starting and the average CO2 concentration in the cavity.  

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of experimental set-up for different airflow characterization methods.  
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Airflow assessment analysis 

Both DM and CIM were tested and compared to the VTM, with DM 
showing a larger offset than CIM. In two cases with the raised roller 
blind, the estimated airflow value obtained through CIM exceeded the 
range of combined instrumental and measurement uncertainty added to 
the value obtained by VTM (Fig. 4). In almost all cases (12 out of 15), the 
airflow was overestimated compared to VTM, with an average relative 
error of 52%. However, VTM can not be considered a benchmark for 
evaluating other methods for the lowest airflow range due to the large 
instrumental error (indicated with vertical error bars) and low threshold 
value (0.05 ms− 1) of velocity sensors. Alternatively, if we consider cases 
where VTM can be regarded as reliable (marked with blue and gray 
columns), the relative offset to VTM is 31%. Therefore, CIM can be 
considered relatively successful in airflow estimation for the average 
velocity range in the cavity of over 0.1 ms− 1 (Fig. 7., dots over the black 
line). A positive correlation coefficient (0.71) between airflows obtained 
by the VTM and CIM confirmed the expected monotonic function be-
tween airflow and the opening size. As mentioned in experimental 
procedures, the injected CO2 amount depended on the tested configu-
ration. Experience in the experimental campaigns taught us that tar-
geting levels below 2000 ppm can result in an unrealistic overestimation 
of the airflow or even in negative values because the CO2 concentration 
in the cavity can get too close to or even fall below the background level. 
The upper limit of 5000 ppm proved to be high enough to prevent 
sudden drops to background levels, while at the same time low enough 
not to modify air mixture and dynamics. 

DM and VTM showed a worse agreement. In nine cases, the assess-
ment of DM was within the range of combined instrumental and mea-
surement uncertainty of the VTM. The airflow derived by the VTM was 
considerably higher than obtained with DM (green bars in Fig. 5). 
However, due to the higher pressure drops caused by the small openings 
(25%) that led to lower airflow rates, velocity values below the instru-
mental threshold value were most likely present in those cases. 
Furthermore, considering the trend between VTM and openings in a 
reliable range (full colored bars in Fig. 5), it is probable that lower 
airflows than measured by VTM characterize smaller openings. Weigh-
ing the monotonic function between opening size and airflow assessed 
by DM, DM may be more suitable for low airflow assessment than VTM. 
As opposed to CIM, with an average relative error of 64%, the airflow in 
all cases by DM was underestimated compared to VTM. DM showed 

better agreement with VTM regarding monotonic function between 
airflow and size of the opening area and fans’ speed (correlation coef-
ficient between airflow values obtained by VTM and DM is 0.78). 

For the case where the roller blind was lowered, both gas tracer 
techniques underestimated the airflow rate compared to the VTM, 
except CIM for the configuration with 75% opened vent and 100% 
turned on fans (Fig. 6). With an average relative error of 23%, CIM 
showed better agreement with VPM, while in the case of DM, the error is 
51%. The general conclusion is that the estimation of the airflow rate via 
DM and CIM was more accurate when the roller blind is lowered than 
when it is not. One may think this originates from the tested configu-
rations and the associated higher airflows, where there is generally 
better agreement between methods. However, it might be caused by the 
presence of the roller blind making the flow more structured in each 
half-cavity. For the cases with lowered roller blind, the airflow esti-
mated by VTM was higher in the inner cavity than in the outer, which 
might be caused by the slightly higher inner glazing temperature that led 
to the accelerated upward motion in the inner cavity. In contrast, colder 
outer glazing reduced the flow in the outer cavity. A similar phenome-
non can be seen with the DIM and CM methods, which indicate that gas 
tracer techniques can also provide hints about the airflow’s spatial 
structure, although these techniques rely on the assumption of even 
distribution of the tracer gas particles in the measurement volume. 

In both methods, it was noticed that measurements of certain CO2 
sensors deviated from the other. For example, in CIM, a CO2 sensor 
installed at 2nd height in the inner cavity registered high fluctuations in 
CO2 level, which led to the assessment of unrealistically extreme or even 
negative airflow rates. These fluctuations are most likely associated with 
sudden and sporadic direct penetrations of the wind (which has a lower 
CO2 concentration), leading to violation of the good mixing assumption 
in the cavity. In DM, the decay curve for certain sensors showed different 
shapes and decay times, indicating non-uniform dispersion of injected 
CO2 in the cavity. While one can think that differences in sensors’ 
readings might be due to different devices being used, it is important to 
recall that all the sensors were calibrated in the laboratory before the 
experimental campaign. We can thus assume with a high degree of 
confidence that (substantially) different readings are meaningful and are 
not attributable to the sensor’s performance difference. Therefore, care 
should be taken to select the sampling and injection point positions. It is 
recommended to use several sensors for measuring CO2 concentration 
and to conduct run pretests to find the most suitable positions and 
eliminate discrepancies between measurements. Furthermore, the CO2 
injection points in the DM method need to be distributed evenly along 

Fig. 4. Comparison of CIM and VTM for different tested configurations (raised roller blind).  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of DM and VTM for different tested configurations (raised roller blind).  

Fig. 6. Comparison of DM and CIM with VTM for different tested configurations (lowered roller blind).  

Fig. 7. Average velocity in the cavity and the assumed flow regime.  
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several heights to distribute CO2 uniformly in the cavity. 

4.2. Correlation analysis 

To understand which factors influenced the airflow measurements 
and which controlled the airflow generation in the cavity, we ran a 
regression and correlation analysis using Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient with a confidence level of 95% as a measure of dependence be-
tween variables. The results of the correlation analysis are shown in 
Table 1, and they refer to configurations with raised roller blinds. The 
temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor environment 
and the solar irradiance on the outer surface of the DSF were taken as 
factors that induce thermally buoyant flow, while the wind intensity and 
the opening size were taken as drivers of the wind-induced natural flow. 
Fans’ speed was taken as an indicator of mechanical flow in the DSF 
cavity. 

The results of correlation analysis showed that opening size and wind 
intensity had a positive correlation with airflow rates measured by all 
methods. That was especially true for the opening size, where a very 
strong/strong positive correlation was found with the airflow rates 
measured by all methods. VTM displayed a moderate/strong positive 
correlation between airflow rate and wind intensity, while CIM and DM 
saw there a weak positive correlation. Other quantities did not show 
such a directed dependence for all considered methods. 

The regression analysis performance for airflows measured by VPM 
with velocities over 0.1 ms− 1 showed that statistically significant factors 
(p < 0.05) in the generation of the airflow were the opening size 
(p=0.008) and the wind intensity (p=0.006). A regression model with 
the coefficient of determination of 0.71 excluded fan speed (p=0.087), 
temperature difference (p=0.093) and vertical solar irradiance 
(p=0.926) as statistically significant influencing factors. Based on both 
analyses, we can conclude that the airflow was to the greatest extent 
induced by the wind, where the opening, as expected, played a major 
role in controlling the rate. Also as expected, the correlation analysis 
showed that increasing the opening size and wind intensity lead to 
amplification of airflow. However, the influence of wind seems to have 
had a dominant role in controlling the flow rate even though dedicated 
expedients were implemented during the experiment to suppress the 
wind influence. This fact made it more complicated to ensure that the 
flow was homogeneous and under steady-state conditions. By setting the 
black textile screen, we may have significantly blocked the direct wind 
penetration in the cavity through the openings, especially for the smaller 
sizes (25 and 50%). However, it seemed that we could not completely 
eliminate associated turbulence and pressure field modifications caused 
by the wind. These caused air movement in and out the cavity, 
depending on wind intensity and direction. It was expected that the 
wind would increase pressure on the windward side of the test cell, 
while there would be a decrease on the leeward and lateral sides 
[51–53], with the addition that the presence of a black textile screen 
most likely reduced the influence of the wind from the clear southern 
direction. If we consider airflows assessed by VPM with velocities over 
0.1 ms− 1 on Figs. 4 and 5, it seems that winds with SW and S-SW di-
rections amplified the airflow, while easterly winds suppressed the flow, 
which was in line with expectations [51–53]. However, due to the un-
known wind’s 3D behavior, along with instrumental limitations in 
measuring air speed values below 0.1 ms− 1 and the complexity of 

weighing wind direction in statistical analysis, it was impossible to 
mathematically prove that wind direction amplified or hindered the 
airflow. Considering this, we can not claim that wind direction affected 
the measurements in a significant way, though it is very reasonable to 
assume that wind direction could have influenced the airflow in the 
cavity, even if its influence was probably not in the same range of 
magnitude as the wind intensity and the opening size. The wind is an 
uncontrollable variable in this type of experiment, and because of this 
feature, the only way to deal with it is to measure it as accurately as 
possible and to use statistical tools (in combination with repeated 
measurement runs) to infer its contribution. 

Through the series of experimental settings adopted in the tests, we 
made the buoyant flow significantly low, especially for the medium and 
big size openings (75 and 100%). For these configurations, sudden wind 
strikes might have caused instabilities in the assumed “steady” state and 
oscillations in the CO2 concentration, leading to airflow overestimation 
by CIM (the airflow estimated by this method is inversely proportional 
to the difference between CO2 concentration in the cavity and the 
background level). Conversely, the decay time decreased with 
increasing airflow, which in turn depended on the vent opening per-
centage. To ensure sufficient decay time for larger openings (75 and 
100%), high CO2 concentration needed to be injected in the cavity 
(10,000–35,000 ppm), which might have caused its subsidence and 
resistance to upward air motion due to higher molar mass of CO2. 

Air velocities below and around the instrument threshold were most 
likely present in configurations with very small and some small openings 
(25 and 50%). Hot-wire anemometers determined these velocities with 
large uncertainty (Fig. 7, dots below black line). Consequently, we can 
assume that the correlation analysis related to VTM most likely did not 
outline the actual drivers and characteristics of the flow for these con-
figurations. Here, the flow could be more driven by the thermal effects 
and the fan, and the correlation analysis related to the DM could char-
acterize the flow better. Furthermore, we can assume that the DM can be 
a suitable measurement technique in cases with very low airflows 
(average velocity below 0.1 ms− 1). In those configurations (very small 
and small openings), the air behaves similarly and leaks slowly, just like 
in building spaces, where this method has found its successful applica-
tion. However, more research and comparison with more precise mea-
surement techniques, such as ultrasonic flow measurements, are needed 
to prove this. 

The analysis of the measured velocities for the case with raised roller 
blind also revealed that flow was turbulent for almost all the configu-
rations (Fig. 7, red area), except for the least opened vents (25%), where 
its nature cannot be judged due to too low velocities. Corresponding 
configurations where the flow could be laminar or transitional are 
indicated with yellow color in Fig. 7, while turbulent ones are marked 
red. 

4.3. Limitations 

Our study highlighted how some variables could be tricky to control 
regardless of the many efforts put in place to have the highest possible 
control over the experimental domain. In this context, statistical tools 
that can allocate the variance of the response variable to different factors 
represent a valuable technique for better process understanding and 
interpretation of data obtained from in-field experiments. Furthermore, 

Table 1 
Correlation analysis between airflow rates measured by different methods and various factors.   

Wind-induced natural flow Mechanical flow Thermally-induced natural flow 

Wind intensity Opening size Fan speed Temperature difference Solar irradiance 

Airflow rate VTM during CIM 0.60 0.75 − 0.16 − 0.01 0.80 
VTM during DM 0.48 0.85 − 0.09 0.10 − 0.33 
CIM 0.19 0.82 − 0.27 0.10 0.54 
DM 0.21 0.83 0.13 0.51 − 0.42  
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repeated measurements can provide more data for better applications of 
statistical tools. However, this type of analysis can also show some 
limitations, as in our case, we could not quantify the influence of wind 
direction due to accumulated uncertainties. Therefore, we could not 
associate and quantify certain adverse effects with wind direction, 
though it seems reasonable to assume that direction is a variable that can 
be of influence. 

Looking back at the entire experience gained in this investigation, we 
can say that gas tracer techniques present limitations in assessing the 
airflow rate for in-field or in-field-like experiments due to the rather 
complex experimental set-up, at least compared to other methods as the 
VTM. We also need to consider that they have shown a relatively high 
uncertainty, not far better than the simpler methods may offer. Using 
CO2 as a tracer gas is a more environmentally friendly solution than 
other tracer gas, yet it is not free from impacting the environment. 
Alternative promising techniques suitable for continuous measure-
ments, such as methods based on the orifice plate or ultrasonic mea-
surements, could be further developed and compared to tracer gas 
methods in future studies to expand the analysis of the reliability of the 
different techniques for different measurement ranges. 

Though one of the original goals of the investigation was to define 
clear best-practice procedures and guidelines for this type of experi-
mental activity, we need to consider that this goal could not be fully 
developed based on the experiments we could carry out at this stage, as 
we realized that we would have needed to develop a more compre-
hensive experimental campaign that included DSFs of different di-
mensions, ventilation modes, weather conditions, and further variables 
that are outside the possibilities that we currently have. We nevertheless 
hope that our reflections on these techniques and the sharing of our 
experience with this particular set of measurements will help other re-
searchers in carrying out their experiments and that, cumulatively, a 
more robust set of guidelines for tracer gas techniques applied to 
ventilated facades can be developed in the long run. 

5. Conclusion 

The outcomes of this study, which aimed at investigating how gas 
tracer techniques can be performed for in-field or in-field-like experi-
ments and at assessing their performance in such context against a 
reference method (VTM), can be summarised according to the following 
points: dosing of the tracer gas, points of injection of the tracer gas, 
points for a sampling of the tracer gas, the overall performance of the 
techniques, and their applicabilities. 

CO2 dosing - In order to prevent unrealistic airflow estimation, CIM 
requires that the average CO2 concentration in the cavity is several times 
higher than the background level (five or more times) with a reasonable 
upper limit of 5000 ppm that limits modification of air mixture and its 
dynamics. For the same reason, the initial CO2 concentration in the DM 
should generally not exceed 10,000 ppm. 

Injection points - Using several injection points in the cavity is 
desirable in both methods. In CIM, the CO2 sources need to be placed at 
one height level nearby and above the inlet to allow the longest possible 
mixing path, whereby attention should be paid to avoid CO2 ‘wash-out’ 
effect. Injection points in DM should be distributed along several heights 
between inlet and outlet in both half-cavities to evenly disperse CO2 
along the airflow path. If a uniform distribution can not be achieved, an 
additional fan can be installed to mix more thoroughly CO2 right before 
the start of decay time measurement while the cavity is still closed. 

Sampling points – It is recommended that CO2 sensors in CIM are 
placed evenly in the cavity at one height level close to the outlet, as-
suring that measurements are not influenced by outside air. Sampling 
points in DM should be distributed uniformly in the cavity volume so 
one may extract volumetric average values and check the homogeneity 
of CO2 distribution. 

Performance of the tracer gas techniques – Both techniques showed 
significant offsets compared to the velocity traverse method (VTM). CIM 

tends to overestimate the airflow, most likely due to the sudden drops in 
CO2 concentration linked to the wind strikes and sudden and sporadic 
penetration of CO2-depleted air in the cavity. DM tends to underestimate 
the airflow, which may arise from slow subsidence of highly concen-
trated CO2, causing a longer time of CO2 extraction. However, CIM 
showed acceptable agreement with VTM for configuration with higher 
airflow rates (air velocities over 0.1 ms− 1), while DM showed potential 
to be one of the few methods, if not the only one, available to estimate 
very low airflow rates. 

Applicability of the techniques to in-field measurements - Both 
techniques have shown considerable limitations regarding airflow rate 
assessment in a field or in-field-like experiments due to the complex 
experimental set-up and relatively high uncertainty. For example, DM 
proved unsuitable for DSF configurations with large airflow rates where 
a significant volume of CO2 needs to be injected to achieve a sufficiently 
long decay time, while CIM showed to be more sensitive to wind in-
fluences arising from the equation where the airflow is inversely pro-
portional to the difference in CO2 concentration. In this context of in- 
field experiments, statistical tools are essential elements to process 
data and reach sound conclusions. Repeated measurements are also a 
suitable strategy to obtain enough data, enabling more robust statistical 
processing of the collected measurements. 
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